Leadership challenges in health care organizations: The case of Iranian hospitals
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Abstract

Background: Effective leadership is a vital component of health care systems and has an extensive range of functions in improving organizational effectiveness and efficiency. This study aimed at exploring leadership challenges encountered by leaders in Iranian hospitals.

Methods: This qualitative study was conducted on a purposeful sample of 27 members of hospital management team in Tehran using face-to-face semi-structured interviews and in-depth interviews. Thematic analysis was used to analyze and report the data.

Results: In this study, 5 main themes emerged upon the challenges of leadership in health care organizations as follow: organizational structure (complexity, centralization, and bureaucracy); human resources (the number and distribution of human resources, staff empowerment, and education, motivational mechanisms, and staff diversity); work nature (sensitiv ity, stress and tension, customer diversity, and team- oriented); leaders (knowledge and skills, appointment, superiors and colleagues, and time); and context (regulations and programs, cultural issues, social issues, and economic issues).

Conclusion: The results of this study shed some light on the leadership challenges in a culturally specific developing country. The results also proved the importance of using educated leaders who are capable of understanding, analyzing, and dealing with such complex challenges.
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Introduction

Health care organizations (HCOs), with hospitals at the center, are considered as large and complex contemporary organizations, owing to their advanced procedures and different resources (1). HCOs’ performance depends on knowledge, skills, and personal incentives of human resources (2-4). Given the importance of this resource, a consistent leadership is needed to achieve high performance and enhance employees’ capabilities to improve the quality of care and outcomes (5,6). Leading quality improvement process requires leaders who manage uncertainty and foster cultural and behavioral changes (7-9).

Leadership is a long-term process of influencing people toward accomplishing a mission and particular goals of a group or an organization (10). This process sets goals and strategies, enhances commitment and compliance to objectives and organizational productivity, and promotes the culture of team and dynamicity in organizations (11,12). It is also a timeless practice of structuring or restructuring the conditions and members’ perceptions and expectations (13,14). Studies have revealed that most of the problems of health care systems are due to poor communication and leadership (1,15). Poor leadership in HCOs could increase costs, reduce efficiency and effectiveness, and cause dissatisfaction among staff, ultimately resulting in lower patient satisfaction and society health level (16-19). Appropriate leadership can create an organizational culture that is committed to quality, reducing conflicts, improving efficiency and productivity of teams, enhancing staff’s satisfaction, advancing hospital performance, and finally, meeting personal and organizational goals (20, 21). Most
Leadership challenges in health care organizations have been conducted in developed countries and in the areas outside health care, and only a very few has been done in the realm of health care (22, 23). Given the prominent role of context in the sense that national culture, public laws and socioeconomic status might influence managers’ behavior and their leadership style and considering the shortage of studies in health care, there is an urgent need for similar studies in developing countries (24).

Despite the presence of the complex challenges in managing health care organizations in developing countries, not enough studies have been done in these countries (25). Most of the leadership related studies that have been performed in Iran investigated the leadership style and its impact on such issues as efficiency and operational indicators of hospitals, job satisfaction, conflicts management, staffs’ motivation, creativity, and etc. (26-29). Some have further investigated the transformational, ethical, charismatic, spiritual, and other prominent hospital leadership models, while most have been conducted on limited hospital settings (30-35).

Therefore, there is a gap in integrated studies to investigate and recognize the challenges of leadership in Iranian health care system (IHCS). Qualitative studies, as an effective approach, are expected to provide in-depth and objective views on the real experiences of leaders in this sector. The current study has been conducted to explain the obstacles and challenges of leadership in Iranian HCOs to help identify the problems, and thereby develop the appropriate operational and applicable solutions for effective leadership in HCOs of IHCS.

Methods

Study design

A qualitative approach was employed to obtain an in-depth view on contextual issues of leadership, explore the new aspects of leadership, and examine the leadership challenges in Iranian HCOs. This study was conducted in 2016.

Setting and sampling

Participants were hospital managers working at different managerial levels in hospitals located in Tehran, Iran. The main inclusion criterion was having at least five years of managerial experience.

Data collection

Data were collected using semi-structured, in-depth interviews. Although a general interview guide was used, most interviews were conducted based on interviewee’s individual characteristics. Therefore, the time, questions, and wording of each interview were flexible to increase the depth and volume of the collected data. All interviews were recorded by interviewee’s permission and transcribed. Three interviewees denied voice recording, and a person was employed to write down their interviews. The average length of interviews was between 40 to 60 minutes. The time and place of interviews were determined by the interviewees. Data collection continued until data saturation was reached, which was after 27 interviews.

Data analysis

Data were collected and analyzed simultaneously, and the thematic analysis framework was employed. Codes were derived in an inductive procedure using open coding. Then, categories and themes were defined based on the similarities and differences. MAXQDA10 was used for facilitating the data analysis process.

Trustworthiness of research

To increase the credibility of the findings, enough time was spent to collect and review data frequently using a variety of sampling methods (selecting participants from different managerial levels and organizations) and giving feedback to the participants. In case of any discrepancies between the text of the interview and the participants’ feedback, all items were reviewed. In addition, vague issues were clarified through further phone contact. Audit trial was used to assure the dependability of the findings. Besides, 2 faculty members, who were experts in qualitative research, analyzed and reviewed the handwritten interviews to ensure the dependency of contents and results.

Ethical considerations

The participants were provided with sufficient information about the objectives of the study, data confidentiality, and the optional nature of the study. Also, their informed consent was obtained.

Results

The age range of all 27 interviewees varied from 40 to 59 years, they had 7 to 26 years of management experience, and of them 16 were male. Among the participants, there were 1 hospital director, 9 hospital managers, 6 nursing administrators (matrons), 3 administrative-financial managers, and 8 supervisors, working in public, private, and social security hospitals.

According to the results, leadership challenges in Iran’s hospitals were classified into 5 main categories including organizational structure, human resources, issues related to the leaders, work nature, and context (Table 1).

Organizational structure challenges

Interviewees stated that the existence of various professions in hospitals can increase specialization and horizontal differentiation and may cause conflicts in communication and coordination.

“It is difficult to coordinate people in such diverse sections, as each of them considers the problems differently. For example, the way the accounting staff looks at the problems is different from the way the nursing personnel or physicians consider them.... The emergency physician considers a series of experiments immediate, but the laboratory staff has the opposite idea. This great diversity of expertise results in many conflicts...” (p4)

Managers’ insufficient authority to recruit, relocate, promote, and dismiss the personnel, as well as their limited authorities to apply motivational and welfare programs, decreases their power and influence. On the other
hand, it limits the efforts to improve leader-follower relationship and minimizes job satisfaction.

“Sometimes, I have to work with people who are not a good match for the system and their job, but I don’t have enough authority to relocate them…. In addition, most of the time, I don’t have the power to promote a competent employee…. ” (p27)

Vague and inadequate job descriptions and specifications is another structural challenge.

“Job specification has not been developed properly and a large number of people are not fit for their jobs in terms of both their characters and abilities; and this causes stress, tension, and conflicts with coworkers and supervisors…. More conflicts seen between my employees are because of vague job descriptions, as there are overlaps and conflicts in job descriptions…. ” (p8)

Participants stated that the lack of financial resources and its negative effects on the activities of the hospital and also on bonus and welfare facilities has led to conflicts of interests and inconsistencies.

“If adequate financial resources are injected on time, jobs are done much better, subordinates will have no problems with each other, and we can have better plans for remuneration and welfare programs…. As the saying goes “money brings power and influence.” (p21)

Old buildings with unfavorable conditions in terms of light, space, and location, as well as the lack of equipment and accessories have caused stress and conflict. They were considered physical resources challenges by the participants due to their impacts on work process and personnel’s satisfaction.

“The hospital building is old and small; owing to its bad plan, connection and coordination is difficult. This problem along with the lack of equipment slows down work and causes many conflicts…. Personnel’s morale is bad because of working in this old and boring place…. The best incentive is to make working places safe and appropriate…. ” (p16)

Bureaucracy in hospital wastes personnel and managers’ time and reduces the time spent for adequate and appropriate communication among employees, leaders, and followers.

“Especially after the implementation of the hospital accreditation, we have so much documentation and paperwork to do, and thus the staffs, especially the nurses do not have time to do their main work…. I myself have so much paperwork to do that I can’t find time to have face-to-face meetings with my personnel.” (p19)

**Human resources challenges**

Participants considered the shortage of manpower and its improper distribution a major problem in the leadership. Owing to increased workload, the shortage of manpower increased tensions and conflicts on the one hand and decreased the opportunity to establish friendly relationships between the personnel and supervisors on the other hand.

“Concerning our workload, we don’t have enough personnel, and this shortage increases work pressure and the personnel are often tired and nervous and have conflicts…. On the other hand, we have to use people who are not suitable for the job and who are sometimes uninterested in their jobs. Such people always have problems in their jobs and in their relationships with others.” (p1)

Another issue about human resources is inappropriate pre-employment and on-the-job education in terms of amount, content, and sometimes unskilled educators.

“Training courses are not enough for the personnel, and the existing courses are not suitable in terms of content…. Most of the staff are not aware of their duties and administrative rules, and this could cause serious problems in communication and work process …. ” (p10)

One of the most important leadership challenges was inappropriate motivational mechanism in the hospitals. The disproportionate remuneration, appointment, and promotion to the personnel’s performance, ignoring individual differences in applying motivations, and also unstable and inadequate bonus cannot stimulate people.

“This evaluation system does not show the performance of personnel…. When my boss forces me to give all my subordinates almost the same scores to avoid objections, the one who is doing well gets disappointed…. When the employees’ performance has no effect on their payment and promotion, how can we encourage them to have better performance?” (p12)

Another leadership challenge in the hospital is the wide diversity of hospital staff in terms of education level, profession, social class, and income, as well as the need to recognize these differences to apply motivational and leadership techniques proportional to different people.
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“We have multifarious employees with different needs and motives (from faculty members to servants).... It is difficult to recognize their attitudes and satisfy them....” (p18)

Work nature challenges

One of the challenges mentioned in this study was the work nature in the hospital, its sensitivity, and the stress and tension involved. Continuous confrontation with unpredictable problems and crises, the need for quick decisions, and professional risks in health jobs, rotation of working hours, high workloads, and most importantly dealing with peoples’ lives were regarded as the main reasons for high sensitivity of hospital jobs and tensions caused by them.

“Stress is high at the hospital, especially in the treatment wards, either for staff or supervisors.... The issue is not just changing the papers; it is about the people’s lives....” (p7);

In addition to the heavy workload, shift work and nighttime awakenings cause tension, exhaustion, and irritability.... On the other hand, shift work causes a person to have different supervisors in different shifts and decreases mutual communication and interactions....” (p25)

Most participants believed those variations in patients and their companions in terms of disease; social class, income, and culture required manpower with special mental and spiritual abilities on the one hand and caused tensions and conflicts in the work place on the other hand; so it required intelligent leadership and special motivational methods for dealing with this condition.

“My personnel not only need professional skills but also must have close relationship with patients and their companions from different classes who are mainly unaware of the specialized treatment measures....This is a stressful and grueling process....” (p20)

The teamwork-oriented nature of hospital process and consequently high levels of personnel’s work dependency concerning the diversity of team members increased conflicts and challenges in leadership.

“The problem is that we cannot reduce these conflicts by establishing independency and decreasing the necessity of communication .... Perhaps no workplace needs such teamwork....” (p5)

Context related challenges

Troublesome rules, insufficient support and supervision rules in the field of manpower, overlaps, and sometimes conflicts between the rules and programs, and frequent changes in determined legislation and programs were some of the challenges related to regulations and programs.

“Human and financial resources’ rules and regulations change frequently, making us losing the stability of the processes.... Most of the time, when we finish a huge part of a job, a new opposing rule is passed.... It confuses the personnel and minimizes their motives.” (p4)

“Cumbersome rules are one of our problems. For example, there are many restrictive rules to give a bonus, and it requires much paperwork and signatures....” (p 11)

Cultural challenges at 2 national and organizational levels were one of the most important challenges mentioned in this study. Individualism, desire for power distance, academic credentials, intolerance of criticism, some cultural limitations, and uselessness of some traditional values in the society were the issues related to the national culture. Moreover, poor teamwork, the prevalence of flat- tery, low motivation, lack of mutual trust, and a desire to make short-term results were considered the challenges associated with the organizational culture.

“Unfortunately, we are not trained from our childhood on teamwork; we are not trained how to work together and how to accept and manage the differences and conflicts.... (p 19)

Our people always respect those who have a higher level, special position, better certificate, and who keep distance a bit.... If you don’t keep a specified distance in relationship with your subordinates, you will lose your influence and charisma, they don’t listen to you anymore....” (p15)

Unfortunately, respecting each other, especially elders, respecting women and the value of forgiveness are fading away.... It affects the organization, results in self-service and conflicts, and causes employees not to listen to their bosses....” (p6)

“In having close relationships with our female employees, within the law, we face many difficulties ....” (p22)

Participants believed that social issues affected tensions and conflicts in the hospital, personnel’s priorities, and incentives and also the leadership in the system.

“Busy cities, traffic, and consequently the distance from home, air pollution and stress affect the quality of life and morale of employees.... Nowadays, the personnel have many problems compared to the time when I was a director of a hospital in a small town.” (p 25)

Unlike us, the new generation lives in houses with few children, they are always at the center of attention, and they have everything they want. They can’t stand difficulties and they don’t know how to get along with others ....” (p7)

Most of participants believed that the economic situation with its effects on the organization, staff and patients was one of the most important challenges in the hospitals. Economic problems related to employees affected their morale, abilities, and motivation and having second jobs, which could affect the lives, problems, and diseases of the people. These problems may increase the tensions and conflicts in the workplace and may cause higher workload and issues caused by them.

“Employees need money to live and survive to be satisfied and work properly. When they do not have enough money, how can I motivate them by written letters of appreciation? ... A patient who, in addition to his disease, is faced with treatment expenses will have difficulties in developing relationship with the personnel.... The work place is in chaos....” (p14)

Challenges related to leaders

One of the main leadership problems was the managers’ unfamiliarity with leadership and organizational behavior techniques because of inadequate on-the-job training
courses, and in many cases, managers’ disbelief in the effectiveness and necessity of learning these techniques.

“Among my colleagues, I know many managers, whose majors are not management, and who have not studied any book about management. Most of them believe that these issues are theoretical and can’t be applied in the real world.” (p11) Most of the interviewees believed that there were many managers in the health system who had been selected as the manager just due to some reasons including relationships with senior managers and length of employment, while they were not qualified enough to lead the staff and the organization concerning both characters and skills.

“There, we have a supervisor, who is a relative of one of the shareholders. He is not a good leader and cannot maintain a relationship with the staff. He always has problems with his personnel and we are not allowed to relocate him...” (p24)

Frequent changes of managers caused leaders and followers not to have a chance to know each other and this decreased the opportunity to plan and implement long-term educational and motivational programs. On the other hand, instability of managers undermined leaders’ power and influence, which is one of the most fundamental factors of leadership.

“Everything we want to do to improve the situation including staff is time-consuming. When we are not sure how long we have this post, unconsciously we lose our motivation to have long-term plans...” (P9) “When the personnel know that you, like previous managers, would not hold this position for a long time, they do not count on you and don’t try to keep you satisfied, and they aren’t afraid of your dissatisfaction.” (p17)

All participants stated that lack of senior managers’ support was one of the main challenges in the leadership process.

“Sometimes, I have to substitute an employee because of the system, but he goes to my senior managers and then my decision is revoked, or I promise a diligent employee one bonus or promotion to motivate him, but the senior managers cancel my decisions.” (p15)

Many managers mentioned that they were under direct or indirect pressure of their colleagues (managers of other hierarchies) and bosses in selecting their leadership style and motivational programs.

“Sometimes, I want my employees to collaborate more with me and I want to have a flexible work environment, but my bosses warn me quickly because they do not accept this manner or my coworkers in other sections feel a risk. Thus, I have to follow my boss leadership style.” (P24)

When I see that another supervisor gives full bonus to his employee, who works less than my employee, I have no choice but to give my employee full bonus too. Then, payments are not based on performance, and overtime they cannot be used as a motivational tool...” (P17)

The findings revealed that time limits and busy managerial jobs caused managers not to have enough time for their leadership duties alongside other administrative tasks.

“I even have less time to solve urgent and critical problems in the hospital as I always have to attend committees and ..., I do not have the time to have a closer relationship with my employees and to know their personalities, needs, and motivations....” (P26)

Discussion

The present study aimed at investigating the leadership challenges in Iran’s hospitals. Five major leadership challenges were found in hospitals including factors related to the context, work nature, human resources, organizational structure, and leaders themselves. There is no comparable science of managing, as leadership is conditional upon specific situations and contexts (36). Studies have revealed that contextual factors such as socioeconomic and political factors had huge effects on the leadership process and outcome in the hospital (37). Effective leadership must focus on dynamic relationships between the values of leadership, culture, organizational capabilities, and context. Successful leaders have a good relationship with the external environment and a broader society (38). Paying attention to the cultural, ethnic, social and gender-based differences of employees and customers (the society) is vital in leadership (39). However, previous studies have revealed that there is no best way to develop leadership, and a suitable leadership development program is context-sensitive. Many studies revealed that paying less attention to the context in leadership significantly reduced the effectiveness of leadership (40). Similar to the results of the present study, those of Calvin’s study suggested that the major challenges in hospitals were conditions of the context and ignoring them in leadership measures (41). Economic factors, such as problems related to inflation, cost of living, low salaries, and benefits were the main causes of stress and conflicts in Iran’s hospitals (42). Moreover, economic problems had negative effects on funding necessary facilities and equipment and caused conflicts and tension at workplace. Economic problems also limited the implementation of welfare programs and adoption of appropriate incentives and motives. Social factors, such as increased migration to the cities, and diversity of people with different situations, religions, cultures, and social conditions, caused conflicts and problems in the hospital system on the one hand and caused many challenges for leaders in adopting appropriate motivational methods due to individual differences of the staff on the other hand. High levels of people’s lives, changes in their employees’ lifestyles, and family occasions brought about new issues in the field of needs, communication, motivations, and coordination for leaders.

Culture is a fundamental concept in organizational behavior and leadership. Several studies have revealed that presence of a strong positive culture underpinned the realization of different concepts, such as quality, entrepreneurship, and increased organizational performance (43). In his study, Davis argued that cultural traits valued by the leader had a direct and special connection with the organization outcome (44). Many studies conducted in Iran considered national and organizational culture as one of the main challenges in the field of leading different parts of a hospital. Some studies examining the culture in Iran’s hospitals concluded that some dimensions of organizational
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National culture including creativity, entrepreneurship, risk-taking, coherency, and conflict tolerance were lower than the desirable levels, while control and supervision levels were higher than the desirable levels (45,46).

Another challenge mentioned here was the work nature in the health system and hospital. Health care systems are comprised of multiple professional groups and specialties with complex and nonlinear interactions (38). The unique complexity of this system was the result of issues arising from various disease areas, multiple goals, and multidisciplinary staff. Duties of the professional staff in specialized areas caused some problems for the leaders. On the other hand, the goal of hospitals is to provide services related to human life; life and death nature of work in a hospital would increase work sensitivity, stress, and tension in the workplace (47). High work sensitivity, high risk, and consequences resulted from mistakes in decisions and existence of unexpected issues at work caused high work stress and tension in the hospital workplaces and led to many challenges in the field of communication and stressful staff leadership in these centers.

The need for professional employees in various specialized departments and units causes a serious challenge for hospital leadership in recruiting high-quality and diverse human resources.

David Reyes found that the shortage of resources including human resources and inadequate human resource empowerment programs were leadership barriers in public health and health system(48). The shortage of manpower is considered as an obstacle to improve health care in developing countries. Leadership problems are not only related to the quality and distribution of human resources. Low motivation of personnel and inadequate educational programs were also regarded as the major challenges to health care objectives and the leadership of this system(49). In his study in Iran, Nasiri stated that some factors, such as salary and wages, job security, fringe benefits, and a sense of responsibility at work, were the most important motivational factors, and thus they could lead staff towards achieving hospitals objectives. He also proposed that improving the employee empowerment programs, evaluation systems, and reward system were the effective factors in improving employees’ performance and incentives (27).

The organizational structure highlights formal and informal communication patterns and power relations as a key leadership element, which allows the managers to determine the behavior and performance of their employees and affect their motivation and productivity directly or indirectly through choosing different organizational structures (50). HCOs, especially in low- and middle-income countries, are one of the institutions with the highest bureaucracy and the least effective management in the public sector. They have changed into highly centralized and hierarchical bureaucracies and have partial and boring executive rules, with permanent staff working in these institutions (39, 51). Existence of numerous professionals in the hospitals that require specialized knowledge and skills makes the organization more complicated because people’s different positions retard the communication and makes it difficult to coordinate people and processes. As the organizational hierarchy levels increase, the organizational complexity also increase which might distort the leadership communication and coordination. Establishing suitable communication networks causes effective communication between employees, improves team performance, reduces problems and tensions between personnel, and facilitates the identification of personnel’s motivational factors, needs and problems by improving follower-leader relations (50). Structural weakness and its communication problems, unclear organizational goals, lack of accountability, and poor teamwork are the barriers to effective leadership (53, 54). In his study, Fleming stated that structural factors along with the shortage of resources, lack of professional training, and support of the leaders were the most important factors in undermining the quality of leadership (56). Many studies have shown that the concentration of decision-making and authority in the health care system reduces motivation and job satisfaction and has a negative effect on the performance of health personnel (53). Another study in Iran revealed that managers’ limited authority and unclear responsibilities, powers, and duties were the main factors causing stress in managers (55).

One of the main challenges mentioned in the leadership process was the leaders themselves. Dye & Garman stated that one of the biggest challenges of the health system in the coming decades would be the selection and development of leaders who are trained and prepared for leading in the complex health system so that they can, by relying on their proper and accurate leadership skills, reduce the cost of health care system and enhance the achievement of the objectives (56). Many studies have been conducted on the competencies required for leadership in the health care system; some of these features are creativity in solving problems, risk-taking, being interested in developing others, having effective communication and teamwork skills, being educated, and experienced in leadership and work field (47, 57). Reyes regarded leaders’ commitment to long-life learning (formal and informal education) and stable organizational support as the priorities in the leadership of the health system (48). Fleming regarded poor professional mentorship and the lack of executive support as the effective leadership challenges (54). Reyes mentions the need to support leaders and their decisions to overcome the professional conflicts and apply effective leadership. The positive effects of empowering training leaders are remarkable in all 3 personal, organizational, and customers’ areas (48). In his study, Mac Alerny found that leaders training and development programs improved workforce capacity, decreased turnover and its expenses, and caused the organization to focus on its objectives and strategies (58). Inadequate leadership skill training leads to rework, high personnel costs, and it ultimately decreases efficiency and effectiveness of organizations. Also, it forces leaders to seek training opportunities outside the organization, which causes some problems, such as interference, loss of time, increased probability of not receiving related, and context-driven training (40).
Similar to other qualitative studies, in this study, the little possibility of generalizability and difficulty of access to the managers given their shortage of time could be mentioned as research limitations and difficulties.

Conclusion
This research revealed the challenges and barriers to an effective leadership in Iran’s hospitals. Knowledge to such obstacles might help improve leadership and subsequently hospital performance. In addition to an emphasis on the urgent need to effective organizational leadership in Iran's hospitals, the followings should also be addressed: an earnest attention to law enforcement, reviewing health system structure, changing hospital recruitment and appointment policies, effective performance evaluation, performance-based payment systems, need-based and professional educational programs, in-service employee training, empowerment programs, and workable motivational mechanisms. Therefore, the results of this study can be beneficial to policy makers, human resource managers, educational planners, and leaders at all health system levels.
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